MATCH THE OBJECTS WITH THEIR SHADOW

1. Car
   - Shadow

2. Boat
   - Shadow

3. Helicopter
   - Shadow

4. Train
   - Shadow

5. Car
   - Shadow
OBJECT MATCHING
match each object with their shadow

- Pacifier
- Baby
- Carousel horse
- Heart
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OBJECT MATCHING
match each object with their shadow
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OCEAN ANIMAL MATCHING GAME

Match each sea animal with their shadow

1. Match the coral with its shadow.
2. Match the seahorse with its shadow.
3. Match the hammerhead shark with its shadow.
4. Match the crab with its shadow.

Raising an Extraordinary Person
OBJECT MATCHING
match each object with their shadow

1. Kangaroo
2. Tiger
3. Fly
4. Horse
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OBJECT MATCHING
match each object with their shadow
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OBJECT MATCHING
match each object with their shadow
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SHAPE MATCHING
match each shape with their shadow
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